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INTRODUCTION

Chinese-history scholar Uno Shigeaki 宇野重昭 wrote in 1987 that “for 
Japanese people, who are believed to be the perpetuators, objectively dis-
cussing the Sino-Japanese War as a research topic is extremely difficult.” 
Thus, according to Uno, scholars in Japanese-Chinese relations have at-
tempted to use the perspective that the Chinese people’s resistance to Ja-
pan’s aggression was “in essence, a nationalist movement” as a common 
basis for debate. Considering the possibility of using this form of basis, 
Uno, with regards to nationalist movements in China and Japan, equated 
the large-scale mobilization by leaders who believed in the necessity for 
rapid modernization in response to the impact of the West to “top-down 
nationalistic movements.”

The purpose of this review is to investigate the main research 
trends and outcomes (mainly books) concerning the Sino-Japanese War 
(1937–1945) and wartime China, using works published in Japanese (or 
translations into Japanese) from the viewpoint of the Chinese side, since 
the 1990s. While there are many Japanese scholars among those who re-
search Chinese history, their positions regarding research into the Sino-
Japanese War have fluctuated between the following two perspectives. 
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The first perspective, which is similar to Uno’s viewpoint, takes the 
position that the difficulties of researching the Sino-Japanese War can 
be overcome. The other perspective emphasizes the heavy burden of the 
Japanese with regards to responsibility for the war and wartime criminal 
acts. The result, as pointed out by Imai Narumi 今井就稔 [2005], is that 
“for research concerning wartime China, ‘dominance’ research is dis-
cussed from the viewpoint of Japanese history and ‘resistance’ research 
is regarded as Chinese history,” demonstrating a persistent trend that 
implicitly recognizes a division of roles.

However, from the early 1990s, diversity in international research 
exchanges and research methods progressed, and new assessments draw-
ing on cultural studies and post-colonialism were actively pursued. In 
consequence, research that did not concentrate on the polarities of occu-
pation and resistance or dominance and subordination gained popular-
ity. While the diversification of these perspectives advanced, there were 
also debates that called for the necessity of shared perspectives concern-
ing the “War of Aggression upon China” [Himeta 1993].

PARADIGM SHIFT

Iechika RyΩko 家近亮子, who began to research the Sino-Japanese war 
in the 1980s, wrote in the introduction of her 2012 book that “while 
there were serious questions raised about what was commonly believed 
until the latter half of the 1970s that the Chinese Communist Party led 
the anti-Japanese war and ushered it to victory, research was focused on 
Chiang Kai-shek as the leader of the Nationalist government of China.” 
Similar to Iechika, there were more than a few scholars who were unsat-
isfied with the predominately one-sided perspective of Chinese historical 
research to date that focused on the Communist Party (the revolutionary 
view of history). These scholars embarked upon research that objec-
tively assessed the Republic of China era in terms of its system of gover-
nance, the modernization and democratization of the military, politics, 
and society, as well as economic development. Particularly in the 1990s, 
a shift from a “revolutionary paradigm” to a “nation-building paradigm” 
occurred in Chinese historical research. With this, as China continues 
to develop into a major world power, it can be said that there is a com-
mon interest in determining where modern China’s democratization and 
nation-building will lead.

As a beginning, we will examine two collections of joint research. 
The first collection is comprised of research undertaken by Ishijima 
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Noriyuki 石島紀之 and Kubo TΩru 久保亨 [2004], and the second col-
lection has been undertaken by Chuo University’s Institute of Humani-
ties Science (中央大学人文科学研究所) [ChπΩ Daigaku Jinbun Kagaku 
Kenkyπjo 2005].

As the same authors are included in both collections, the topics of 
individual articles (rather than the titles) concerning the Sino-Japanese 
War era and the authors of such articles are as follows: The relationship 
between the military and the party (Liu Weikai 劉維開), a broad over-
view of the organizational structure of the Chinese Nationalist Party 
and Nationalist government (SaitΩ Michihiko 斎藤道彦), the structure 
and operations of the Nationalist government army (Kasahara Tokushi 
笠原十九司), the historical role of the People’s Political Council (Zhou 
Yong 周勇), local government and local government administrative 
reform (Ajioka TΩru 味岡徹), the relationship between the resistance 
era and the Chinese Civil War (Inoue Hisashi 井上久士), the conflict 
relationship between the local government leaders of Sichuan and 
the Nationalist government of China (Imai Shun 今井駿), mining and 
manufacturing policy and economic development (Kubo TΩru), trade 
control (Zheng Huixin 鄭会欣), the structure of the National Spiritual 
Mobilization Movement and general mobilization (Himeta Mitsuyoshi 
姫田光義), aviation policy (Hagiwara Mitsuru 萩原充), the requisition 
situation in rural communities in the Sichuan and social transformation 
(Sasagawa Yπji 笹川祐史), rural construction movements in the Gansu 
Province (Yamamoto Shin 山本真), gag orders and information dissemi-
nation policy (Nakamura Motoya 中村元哉), the New Life Movement 
(Fukamachi Hideo 深町英夫), textbook policy (Takada Yukio 高田幸
男), the liberalism of intellectuals in Kunming (Mizuha Nobuo 水羽信
男), ethnic Chinese policies (Kikuchi Kazutaka 菊池一隆), activities of 
the YWCA (Young Women’s Christian Association) and women’s mo-
bilization (Ishikawa Teruko 石川照子), Nationalist China and interna-
tional propaganda (Tsuchida Akio 土田哲夫), the Stilwell Incident and 
Chiang Kai-shek’s response (KatΩ KΩichi 加藤公一), and the Japan-China 
relationship regarding the Tanaka Memorandum (Hattori Ryπji 服部龍
二). In addition, it should be noted that in the latter collection, Tsuchida
discusses the structural character of the Chinese Nationalist Party and
regional base.

Most of the researchers listed above have developed academic re-
search in their respective areas and have taken the lead in investigating 
the Sino-Japanese War.
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THE TOTAL WAR FRAMEWORK AND CHIANG KAI-SHEK

At the beginning of his 2004 book co-edited with Kubo, Ishijima sug-
gests that the Nationalist government plunged into the Sino-Japanese 
War without sufficient mobilization preparation, considering this war as 
being a magnification of the fate of the Chinese people in the total war 
effort. He notes that while the government hastened the creation of a 
general mobilization system, many obstacles stood in their way. For ex-
ample, the existence of regional governments that were not under the ad-
ministration of the Nationalist government, resistance of the Communist 
Party of China, the military’s weakness, meager economic strength, and 
rural communities that strove to maintain the traditional order. Upon 
analysis of China’s resistance capability and general mobilization system, 
there was common agreement among Japanese researchers that these 
various difficulties posed problems. For example, Himeta and Yamada 
Tatsuo 山田辰雄 [2006] show that the independent governing systems 
of various regional regimes had a complicated impact on the Nationalist 
government’s mobilization and resistance mechanisms.

Furthermore, Ishijima [2004] notes that with regard to the creation 
of a general mobilization system, there was not only “top-down” control 
of mandatory mobilization and economic society, but also people’s de-
mands from the “bottom up,” raising public awareness through the con-
stant expansion of democracy. Thus, the government sought a different 
direction from Japan’s creation of a total war framework. This feature 
was also pointed out by Kubo [2011] in his comparison of Japanese and 
Chinese total mobilization systems.

The construction and operation of the Nationalist government’s 
total war framework, rather than the system and decision-making struc-
ture, is largely due to the dictatorial leadership of Chiang Kai-shek. 
In that sense, research concerning Chiang Kai-shek’s strategy vis-à-
vis Japan and mobilization preparations gathered attention, and works 
were published by researchers such as Imai Shun [1997] and Iechika 
[2002]. Imai endeavors to reevaluate Chiang Kai-shek’s strategic posi-
tion towards Japan as a “protracted warfare strategist,” and Iechika also 
demonstrated that, from the perspective of constructing a resistance 
framework, Chiang Kai-shek pursued an “endurance contest” agenda, 
as he was committed to building up the country’s national defense well 
before the Sino-Japanese War. Drawing on these academic perspectives, 
Kasahara [2005], keenly analyzed Chiang Kai-shek’s wartime leadership 
and strategies of the Nationalist government army, the Battle of Shang-
hai and the Battle of Nanjing as examples of tactical leadership, and the 
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actual conditions of mobilization.
What preparations did the Nationalist government undertake for 

the war against Japan, and how did it respond to Japan’s military opera-
tions after the Marco Polo Bridge Incident? Research into these ques-
tions has advanced since the 2006 public disclosure of Chiang Kai-shek’s 
diaries. Through an analysis of Chiang Kai-shek’s words and actions, 
Huang Zijin 黄自進 [2011] portrays the Chinese leader as worried about 
the dilemma of acquiring modernization from Japan while confronting 
Japan’s invasion and its transformation into an enemy. Iechika [2012] 
refers to the conflicting emotions of China’s love-hate relationship with 
Japan, with aims to enhance China’s status internationally by battling 
out an anti-Japanese war. In this regard, she notes that China had to be 
most wary of the Soviet Union.

The edited volume by Yamada and Matsushige Mitsuhiro 松重充浩 
[2013] emphasizes Chiang Kai-shek’s relationship with Japan through 
such connections as his study experience and character development. 
From the perspectives of his political and military philosophy as a revo-
lutionary, politician, and militarist, as well as foreign policy and military 
strategy, they portray a multi-dimensional Chiang Kai-shek.

In the latter half of the 1980s, Himeta [Himeta and Kubo 1986] 
pointed out that because it was too obvious that Chiang Kai-shek’s ad-
ministration was a military regime, that interpretation of its character is 
even more difficult. The character of Chiang Kai-shek’s administration 
may become apparent by international comparison with other authori-
tarian regimes.

BETWEEN DEMOCRACY AND DICTATORSHIP

Since the 1990s, as pointed out by Yamada [1996] and Yokoyama Hi-
roaki 横山宏章 [1996], the focus of research concerning Chinese politi-
cal history has been on the problem of how to grasp the character of 
the relationship between authoritarian politics by the Chinese National 
Party since the 1920s and democratic politics. According to Yamada, ir-
respective of the Chinese Nationalist Party or the Chinese Communist 
Party, rather than the people’s spontaneous political participation, it was 
a party-led political system akin to “representationalism” (proxyism 代
行主義) and this is regarded as a continuous feature of 20th-century Chi-
nese politics.

Nishimura Shigeo 西村成雄 [2001] systematically portrays Chinese 
political history from 1928 to 1949 as an interaction between the Chi-
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nese Nationalist Party’s one-party dictatorship as a type of “political 
tutelage” (訓政) and its reform sought through the movement for consti-
tutional government. Nishimura positively evaluates the establishment 
of the People’s Political Council (国民参政会) in 1938 by the Chinese Na-
tionalist Party after the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War as opposing 
the political tutelage framework and opening a path for political partici-
pation by the Chinese people.

On the other hand, Ajioka [2008], while associating the political tu-
telage framework with international confrontations such as the Manchu-
rian Incident and the Sino-Japanese War, points out the necessity of cau-
tiously reviewing its implementation process. Kubo and Saga Takashi 嵯
峨隆 [2011] suggest that constitutional politics and authoritarian politics 
(political tutelage) should not be interpreted as being in competition, and 
they assert the importance of their mutual interaction, as both political 
systems share the common aspiration of building a nation-state possess-
ing wealth and military strength.

Hirano Tadashi 平野正 [2000] draws attention to the “middle 
power” (democratic faction), being those who belong to neither the 
Chinese Communist Party nor the Chinese Nationalist Party. That the 
pro-democracy movement that was deployed through the stage of the 
People’s Political Council had such middle power that became its central 
core is an assessment that is being debated. In any event, the progress of 
research in diverse forms of political power including the middle power 
is a rich vein of study within the field of political history research con-
cerning the Sino-Japanese War era.

Nakamura [2004, 2010, 2014] positively evaluates the movement 
aiming at a constitutional system that embraced liberty and democracy 
existing internally and externally within the Chinese Nationalist Party 
in a wartime China that was heavily influenced by the United States. He 
points out that after the war, this became the basis for the liberalist and 
constitutionalist principles that were enacted in the Constitution of the 
Republic of China.

Mizuha [2004, 2007, 2014] draws attention to the opportunity for 
social transformation during the Sino-Japanese war period, noting the 
liberalism movement among Kunming intellectuals. Mizuha positions 
the political blueprint embraced by these intellectuals that appealed to 
“respect for individual liberty,” which valued political participation and 
called for a multi-party system to the point of the popular election of lo-
cal assemblies, as a critical force towards the party-state system that was 
pursued by both parties.

As described next, the surge in movements and debates concerning 
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political democratization during the Sino-Japanese War period are con-
nected to social transformation in China.

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE REFORM OF REVOLUTIONARY 
POLITICS

Based on their research using the vast resources of the Sichuan Ar-
chives, Sasagawa and Okumura Satoshi 奥村哲 explained that the large-
scale requisition of military personnel and supplies (mobilization) by the 
Nationalist Chinese government caused a major transformation in rural 
society [Sasagawa and Okumura 2007; Okumura 2013]. Through the 
adoption of a new county-governance system and the use of the Baojia 
System (保甲制度), the Nationalist Chinese government strengthened its 
control over even remote rural communities, and such forcible requisi-
tioning resulted in social disruption. The unfairness of the burden was 
magnified, and the farmers’ discontent erupted in various areas. As for 
the requisition of military personnel, although a fair system of conscrip-
tion had been introduced, draft evasion was rampant. As a result, pres-
sure concerning “social homogenization” (mandatory homogenization or 
Gleichschaltung) arose within the rural communities that were appealing 
for fairness with regards to the wartime burden and rationalization, and 
a social base involving the theory of class struggle promoted by the Com-
munist Party and acceptance of land reform was formed. Sasagawa [2014] 
noted that throughout the Sino-Japanese War era, the Chinese Civil War 
era, and the Korean War, for the base levels of rural society, the pros-
pects of all-out war to urge social homogenization and social transforma-
tion continued to act.

Mitani Takashi 三谷隆 [2011] produced a volume of analyses of the 
changes in the social structure of rural communities that endured for the 
long period from the 1930s up to the Cultural Revolution. Within this 
volume, Iwatani Nobu 岩谷将 [2011] asserts that among the periods be-
fore and during the anti-Japanese war, as well as the Chinese Civil War 
era, the anti-Japanese war period evinced the most dramatic change in 
the character of rural governance. This period saw the fragmentation 
of the ties of social order and local communities under the county level, 
setting the stage for favorable conditions for penetration by the Chinese 
Communist Party.

While it was pointed out by Tanaka KyΩko 田中恭子 [1996] that 
farmers who lived within the traditional system were not necessarily 
supportive of land reform and revolutionary struggle of the Communist 
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Party, developments in research from the perspective of social change 
engendered by mandatory mobilization are bringing about changes in 
revolutionary history. As pointed out by Yamamoto Shin [2009], with 
regards to the rationale of the Chinese Communist Party to expand its 
power through the Sino-Japanese War, Chalmers Johnson’s research 
pointing out success in the monopolization of peasant nationalism and 
observations by Mark Selden that the prospects of land reform in the 
rural communities drew farmers to the Chinese Communist Party are 
being modified.

Takahashi Nobuo 高橋伸夫 [2006] analyzes the Fujian Province’s 
base of reform from a social perspective, asserting that the Chinese Com-
munist Party, rather than bearing down on rural collectives through 
sheer force attracted rural communities through a loose and dispersed 
party organizational structure. In addition, Yamamoto Shin [2009] also 
points out the distractibility of the Chinese Community Party’s organiza-
tional structure that existed as a base within the Fujian Province, with 
the cause being the economic structure in which equitable land distribu-
tion did not have a decisive effect on improving the farmers’ livelihoods. 
Anami Yπsuke 阿南友亮 [2012], situating the Guangdong Province as 
the eastern base of reform, points out that although the Chinese Com-
munist Party aimed at expanding its power through land reform, the 
land distribution itself was not conducted well and rural farmers who re-
ceived their allotments did not always necessarily participate positively 
in the Red Army. He describes a situation wherein a mixed assortment 
of armed people, rather than the rural farmers, comprised the Chinese 
Communist Party’s military force, and the Red Army assumed the na-
ture of a mercenary military force.

As shown by these research studies, the issue of land reform was 
not effectively connected to the Chinese Communist Party’s mobilization 
of the rural peasants. The research trend of negating the revolutionary 
historical perspective has not succeeded yet in creating a new historical 
viewpoint and, as suggested by Himeta [2012], there have been observa-
tions criticizing that de-ideological research trend.

How did the Chinese Communist Party mobilize the people, and 
through that, how did social change come about? Certainly, there is re-
maining scope for research in this area. For example, Maruta Takashi 
丸田孝志 [2013] describes one means of mass mobilization as being 
through the folklore and religion found in the North China base area.

As pointed out by Takahashi [2009], there is yet to be a sufficiently 
persuasive answer as to how the Chinese communists could ultimately 
wrest victory despite limited support.
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GOVERNANCE OF OCCUPIED TERRITORIES AND “PUPPET 
GOVERNMENTS”

China’s Wang Zhaoming (Wang Jingwei) regime has a well-established 
reputation of being a “puppet” or “traitor” government. On the other 
hand, in English-speaking countries, research is progressing that at-
tempts to objectively evaluate government administrations that cooper-
ated with the Japanese during wartime through the concept of “collabo-
ration.” Even in Japan, as in Kobayashi Hideo’s 小林英夫 book [2003], 
there has been research into the Wang Zhaoming regime’s philosophy 
and actions, as well as various aspects of its regime. In addition, within 
global history studies, academic research is beginning to become con-
scious of international comparisons with similar government administra-
tions. Shibata Tetsuo 柴田哲雄 [2009] analyzes the Wang Zhaoming ad-
ministration’s ideology through comparison with the Vichy government 
that was set up in Indochina. Horii KΩichirΩ 堀井弘一郎 [2011] pursued 
research into the New Citizen’s Movement that permeated into the de-
tails of the public’s daily lives, ultimately becoming a mechanism that 
metamorphosed into a collaborative movement with Japan. Tsuchiya 
Mitsuyoshi 土屋光芳 [2011] also raised the possibilities of comparative 
collaboration.

With regard to the relationship between the Wang Zhaoming re-
gime and Japan, in Liu Jie 劉傑 [2006b] suggests that while the Wang 
group was committed to the possibility of constructing a new nation-
state through the Peace Treaty with Japan, in lacking the conditions for 
self-reliance such as economic and military power, it had no choice but 
seek Japan’s cooperation. On the other hand, in order to pursue the war 
against China, Japan was only using the Wang Zhaoming regime. As 
pointed out by Liu [2006a], Wang Zhaoming pondered the motives be-
hind the establishment of a new Japanese-led administration in Nanjing. 
Thus, there are many areas that should be examined in terms of deter-
mining what Japan expected from the Wang Zhaoming regime.

With regards to the governance policies of the occupied area from 
an economic perspective, Shibata Yoshimasa 柴田善雅 [1999] analyzed 
the currency and financial policies of Manchuria as well as China as a 
whole. Shibata [2008] also analyzed the investment trends of Japanese-
affiliated companies as well. Furthermore, there is an important study by 
Kaneko Fumio 金子文夫 [2001] who analyzed the activities of Japanese-
owned small businesses based on factory surveys conducted in North-
east China. Kanemaru Yπichi 金丸裕一 [2006] notes that “there were not 
only cases of Japanese people looting cultural assets, also Chinese people 
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acted in union to take part in the ‘preservation of cultural property.’”
In his analysis of the currency and goods flows under the Wang 

Zhaoming regime, Furumaya Tadao 古 忠夫 [1993] suggests that the 
New China Policy, which granted large-scale autonomy to the Wang ad-
ministration, was used to mobilize people and goods, and triggered eco-
nomic collapse in certain areas.

Uchida Tomoyuki 内田知行 and Shibata Yoshimasa [2007] con-
ducted joint research regarding the Mongolian Puppet Regime, which 
was located in the remote regions of the occupied territories and under 
the strong influence of the Guandong Army. They examine the actual 
conditions of the Mongolian Puppet Regime from a multifaceted perspec-
tive including the political system, financial and international revenues, 
opium policy, infrastructure, Japanese denizens, corporate activities, 
anti-Japanese activities, and relationship with the central government. 
There is also research with regards to De Wang 徳王, undertaken by 
Mori Hisao 森久男 [2000]. Hironaka Issei 広中一成 [2013] describes the 
rise and fall of six puppet regimes including Manchuguo.

SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT

In Japan, there is a great deal of research concerning the Shanghai Inter-
national Settlement that was retroceded to the Wang Zhaoming regime 
in 1943. Furumaya [2004] published a volume that is the representative 
research resource concerning the history of Shanghai. He examined the 
Shanghai situation from a multifaceted perspective, noting that “the 
Shanghai International Settlement is a mirror that reflects the interna-
tional situation concerning the Sino-Japanese War.” It was not only the 
basis for reform movements and economic activities, but also draws at-
tention to the diverse lifestyles of the people living in Shanghai at the 
time of the agreement. In Takatsuna Hirofumi’s 高綱博文 edited volume 
[2005], various themes are explored, such as Shanghai’s sustained role 
as an “international city” (Takatsuna), refugee aid (Kohama Masako 
小浜正子), the rise and fall of capital in the cotton trade between Japan 
and China (Imai Narumi), trade culture (Kikuchi Toshio 菊池敏夫), and 
schools for Japanese people (Chen Zuen 陳祖恩). Kohama [2000] notes 
that although a network of private organizations in Shanghai, including 
the refugee aid activities of the Red Cross Society of China, became part 
of the public functions of the city, during wartime, they began to assume 
a political nature that was a symbol of wartime resistance against Japan.

Maruyama Naoki 丸山直起 [2005] situated the problems of handling 
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Jewish refugees in Shanghai within the context of international relations 
history. Astrid Freyeisen [2008] notes that with regards to the treatment 
of Jewish refugees in Shanghai, Japan did not accept the German tenden-
cies towards anti-Semitism.

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

As outlined by Uchida [2002a], grass-roots movements during the resis-
tance period towards the Chinese Nationalist Party, the Japanese Army, 
and the Chinese Communist Party, as the three forms of authority in 
the occupied territories, each displayed different characteristics. Kikuchi 
Kazutaka’s research concerning the Chinese Industrial Cooperative 
Movement [2002] that spread in the Great Rear Area of northwest and 
southwest China from 1938 is a particularly important study. Along 
with situating the Chinese Industrial Cooperative Movement as part of 
ongoing democratic movements such as the People’s Political Council, 
Kikuchi notes the significance of the cooperative movement in becom-
ing part of the international anti-Japanese network. In addition, there 
is important research by Duan Ruicong 段瑞聡 [2006] and Fukamachi 
[2013] who noted that even while the Chinese Nationalist Party was fac-
ing grave danger both internally and externally, there were “peculiar” 
movements to enhance living conditions calling on people to improve 
their lifestyles and customs. Thus, each movement’s political character is 
examined.

In terms of civil movements in the areas under the control of the 
Chinese Communist Party, drawing on connections to religious influ-
ences, Baba Takeshi 馬場毅 [2001] is the first researcher in Japan to 
examine the Boxer Rebellion and the similar Red Spears Movement in 
terms of their relationship to the war of resistance against Japan. Uchida 
[2002b] investigates the Mutual Aid and Cooperation in Agricultural 
Production Movement (1943–45) in the Shan-Gan-Ning Border Region 
from the viewpoint of succession and discontinuance of the systematiza-
tion of agricultural cooperatives in the People’s Republic of China era.

There has been basic research undertaken by Uchida [2002a] exam-
ining the relationship between the Chongqing Nationalist government 
and Koreans’ independence movements against Japan. Fujiwara Akira 
藤原彰 and Himeta’s edited volume [1999] and Kikuchi Kazutaka’s re-
search [2003] investigate pacifist movements by the Japanese people 
in wartime China. The former discusses the anti-war activities of Japa-
nese captives organized by Nosaka SanzΩ 野坂参三 and his followers in 
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Yanan, and the latter, using a combination of historical materials and 
interviews collected in Japan, China, and Taiwan, examines Japanese 
anti-war movements in Chongqing with an emphasis on the roles of Kaji 
Wataru 鹿地亘 and Bai Chongxi 白崇禧.

While the slogan of “rebel against Japan and save the country,” was 
hoisted jointly by the Chinese Nationalist Party and the Chinese Com-
munist Party, the grass-roots movements in China were relatively small 
in scale compared to other undertakings such as the nationalism move-
ment, and why they failed to spread is an important area of research.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND LEGACY

The representative work concerning the shift towards a “nation-building 
paradigm” is the research undertaken by Kubo TΩru [1999]. Based on an 
interpretation of the character of the Chinese Nationalist Party regime as 
a party-led dictatorship (one-party dictatorship), Kubo examines the list 
of achievements in the Chinese Nationalist Party government’s move-
ments towards economic independence in the tariff and monetary policy 
areas during the period between the latter half of the 1920s up to the 
mid-1930s. This research portrays a new dimension of the Chinese Na-
tionalist Party as seeking economic independence as a means of achiev-
ing political independence. Focusing on the steel and railroad industries, 
Hagiwara Mitsuru [2000] analyzes the interconnection between national 
defense and economic construction and policy towards Japan.

During the Sino-Japanese War, rapid economic development 
mainly in the munitions industry could be seen in the bases of Chinese 
resistance against invasion in the Sichuan and Yunnan areas, and such 
development occurred even in the Japanese-occupied territories of Man-
churia, North China, and central China. In particular, heavy industry 
facilities were taken over by the Chinese Communist Party government 
through the Chinese Nationalist Party regime and played an important 
role in China’s economic growth after the war. The volume edited by 
Kubo TΩru et al. [Kubo, Hatano, and Nishimura 2014] includes research 
from this perspective on topics such as the banking industry (Hayashi 
KΩji 林幸司), the insurance industry (Liu Zhiying 劉志英), foreign trade 
involving the Chongqing government and Wang Zhaoming regime (Ki-
goshi Yoshinori 木越義則), the silk industry (Zhao Guozhuang 趙国壮), 
and the problem of securing labor (Geng Mi 耿密).

In addition, Imai Narumi’s chapter discussing Shanghai’s economic 
status during war is included in this volume.
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Following his controversial previous work entitled Shinryaku to 
kaihatsu 侵略と開発 (Invasion and development), which focused on the 
Northeast region (Manchuguo), Matsumoto ToshirΩ’s 松本俊郎 [1988] 
subsequent book published in 2000 specifically debates whether the iron 
and steel industry in Anshan during the Manchurian period was inher-
ited by socialist China.

Appearing in Mori Tokihiko’s 森時彦 2005 volume, Tomizawa 
Yoshia’s 富澤芳亜 chapter on the “Legacy of the Japanese cotton spin-
ning industry in China” assesses the role played by resident Japanese 
technical experts in the spinning industry in postwar China.

Yang Daqing 楊大慶 [2009] discusses the activities undertaken by 
Japanese technical experts who remained in China after Japan’s defeat in 
contributing to the construction of a new China, as well as the historical 
significance of technology inheritance.1

Kubo [2011] points out the major significance of the many activities 
of the Commission for Development of Resources, which played a lead-
ing role in the Nationalist Chinese government’s controlled economy, as 
a legacy inherited by the People’s Republic of China. In contrast, Kubo 
advocates careful consideration of the various elements that supported 
Japan’s and China’s general mobilization systems as problems that have 
been inherited by postwar social and economic management.

MEDIA AND CULTURE

Against the background of research developments concerning Imperial 
Japan’s administrative mechanisms including colonies and occupied ar-
eas, there is a great deal of research regarding various media functions 
in the areas under Japanese rule. In his edited collection, noted media 
historian Yamamoto Taketoshi 山本武利 [2006] writes that Chiang Kai-
shek and Mao Zedong surpassed the Japanese leaders in terms of media 
strategy. In addition, within that volume, Kawasaki Kenko 川崎賢子 
describes the film production network in Chinese-occupied territories 
and Manchuria, noting that among requests to reinforce the general mo-
bilization system and cooperate with the war effort, Shanghai-produced 
films, unlike those made in Manchuria, demonstrate the diversity of cul-
tures within the Japanese empire. In the edited volume by Kishi Toshi-
hiko 貴志俊彦, Kawashima Shin 川島真, and Son Ansŏk 孫安石 [2006], 
using archival documents from various areas in China, Kishi describes 
the roles of radio and films in resistance education, as well as the role 
played by Japanese prisoners of war responsible for Japanese broadcasts 
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in the Chinese interior.
In addition, Kishi [2010] pursues the historical significance of vari-

ous activities aiming at constructing an individualistic Manchurian 
culture even while the buildup of a general mobilization system was pro-
gressing in the area.

In a chapter within Yamamoto Taketoshi’s 2006 volume as well as 
his own work in 2008, Kawashima draws attention to the role of radio 
as a means of transmitting culture in the Japanese-occupied area and 
mobilizing the public during wartime, and reveals the realities of the ef-
fects of radio broadcasts in Japan and China. Kawashima notes that after 
the war as well, radio became an important means for nation-building, 
observing the possibility that media technologies such as the wartime 
use of radio were then further passed on to other East Asian countries.

There are also volumes of collected research edited by Hirano 
Ken’ichirΩ 平野健一郎 [2007] and Ezra Vogel and Hirano [2010] that 
focus on the relationship between “culture” and war in a broad sense. In 
Hirano’s 2007 volume, while the organizational integration of various 
cultural groups in Manchuria progressed, Kishi [2007] analyzes the pro-
cess by which they lost the opportunity to create their own culture and 
suggests that Chinese people who had acquired a sense of “Japanese-ness” 
through Japanese language education or study abroad in Japan devel-
oped into collaborators with Japan. Kawashima’s chapter that examines 
the New People’s Society’s meaning of cultural policy in North China, 
is also included in this volume. In addition, Misawa Mamie 三澤真美恵 
[2007] notes that the control of the film industry by the Chinese Nation-
alist Party, whose skillful use of the transboundary nature and popular 
appeal of films contributed to the strengthening of China’s Nationalist 
government. Takishita Saeko’s 瀧下彩子 chapter [2007] demonstrates 
that the resilient and sustained activities of the manga artists who were 
responsible for the anti-Japanese cartoons contributed to the formation 
of anti-Japanese images among the people.

In Vogel and Hirano’s 2010 volume, Poshek Fu discusses the sig-
nificance of Opium War films in wartime Shanghai, and Sang Bing 
桑兵 assesses the psychological wavering among intellectuals in Japa-
nese-occupied Peipin (modern-day Peking).

There was a mass accumulation of films, literature, music, and oth-
er works with “anti-Japan” themes in both Japan and China. Recently, 
research that has ventured into this area includes studies by Zhang Xin-
min 張新民 [2015], who takes up the topic of propaganda films jointly 
produced by the Japanese army and the New People’s Society (新民会) 
in North China and by Hoshino Yukiyo 星野幸代 [2015], whose research 
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addresses the theme of dance as a means of resistance in Chongqing.
In his introduction to his edited volume, Hirano Ken’ichirΩ [2007] 

suggests that the transformation of wartime Chinese society, rather 
than being an attack against Japanese culture, gave rise to a “resistance 
culture” for the purpose of enduring the war through acculturation. He 
further raises the questions of what kind of new cultural elements were 
created through this “resistance culture” and how such elements became 
legacies of wartime. Studies that respond to these issues are continuing 
to advance.

DIPLOMACY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

For a long time, there has been debate in Japanese academic circles as to 
whether to assess the period of Japan and China’s continuous relation-
ship between 1931 and 1945 as the “15-year War” or to take the position 
of concentrating on the full-scale war period after the Marco Polo Bridge 
Incident as the “Eight-year War.” Focusing on this debate, Tobe RyΩichi 
戸部良一 [2010] provides an accurate review of recent research trends in 
Japan that address the Sino-Japanese War. In addition, Yasui Sankichi 
安井三吉 [2003, 2008] also assesses research trends concerning the Mar-
co Polo Bridge Incident from the perspective of Chinese history. As such, 
this review will mainly focus on aspects of diplomacy and international 
relations of the war period following the Marco Polo Bridge Incident.

Even today, the principle foci of diplomatic and political relations 
between Japan and China during the Sino-Japanese War are the estab-
lishment of the Wang Zhaoming Administration and the issue of peace 
between Japan and the Chongqing Nationalist government. With regards 
to these issues, Tobe’s research in 1991 focusing on Japan’s peace initia-
tives with the Nationalist government throughout the entire span of the 
Sino-Japanese War period and Liu Jie’s 1995 research on the maneuver-
ing in establishing the Wang Zhaoming Administration have raised the 
standards of research in this particular area. Liu points out that the prob-
lem of choosing administration options between the Nationalist Chinese 
government or the establishment of a new administration preoccupied 
negotiations between Japan and China until 1938.

In recent research, Iwatani Nobu [2013] follows the activities of 
Kong Xiangxi 孔祥熙 in the Trautman Operation as the closest stratagem 
towards peace between Japan and China, giving rise to a new academic 
perspective. Based on the “Chiang Kai-shek Diaries,” Feng Qing 馮青 
[2010] discusses the relationship between Chiang Kai-shek’s anti-Japan 
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military strategy and the peace process. However, there are many facets 
of the Chinese Nationalist government’s responses towards Japan’s un-
remitting peace initiatives throughout the Sino-Japanese war period that 
remain veiled.

In the field of international relations history, Irie Akira 入江昭 
[1991] examined why the Manchurian Incident as a bilateral dispute 
between Japan and China evolved into the Asia-Pacific war as a global 
war. As a third-power response to the Sino-Japanese war, Tajima No-
buo’s 田嶋信雄 series of volumes based on German archival materials 
[2008a, 2008b, 2011] that systemically cover the reciprocal relationship 
between the pursuit of cooperation between China and Germany since 
the Sun Yat-sen era and Nazi diplomacy in East Asia deserve attention. 
Rather than using a framework based on “Allied countries versus Axis 
countries,” Tajima locates the Sino-Japanese War within the four-na-
tion multilateral relationship comprised of China, Germany, the Soviet 
Union, and Japan, pointing out that China did not abandon the option 
of cooperation with Germany and the Soviet Union until the start of the 
Asia-Pacific War. The past that has sought a close relationship with Nazi 
Germany, as a precedent that was not handed down to the Chinese Com-
munist Party administration, has prevented the development of research 
concerning this area in China. As such, there is still room for advancing 
research in the China-Germany-Soviet Union relationship during the 
Sino-Japanese War period.

While Kasahara [1997b] examined the Panay Incident, noting that 
it was a major shock to the American people and triggered a shift in 
American public opinion regarding Japan, recently, there has not been 
very much attention paid to the issue of dealing with the responses of 
the American and British governments to the Sino-Japanese War. Yet 
among the existing research, Takamitsu Yoshie 高光佳絵 [2008] points 
out that the American government’s de facto abandonment of its policy 
of appeasement toward Japan and movement toward a hard-line policy 
occurred after the spring of 1938 when the height of China’s capabil-
ity to wage an endurance war was recognized. In terms of the problem 
of appeasing Japan, Antony Best [2000] notes that while the U.K. was 
debating whether to shift its confrontational stance towards Japan at 
the beginning of the European war, they were also seeking détente in a 
range that would not impair China’s resistance war against Japan and its 
relationship with the U.S. In contrast to Best’s argument [2000],2 Kihata 
YΩichi 木畑洋一 [2000] writes that even in the U.K., similar to the posi-
tion held by Robert Craigie, the U.K. ambassador to Japan, there was 
belief that compromise with Japan was linked to a plan to strengthen 
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Japanese “moderates” and, amid growing anti-Japan nationalism within 
China, the U.K.’s options were limited.

Japan’s anti-British movements and the U.K.’s appeasement policy 
towards Japan garnered early attention from Japanese scholars. Building 
on work originally presented in 1984, Nagai Kazu 永井和 [2007] meticu-
lously discusses the U.K.’s involvement in the blockade of the Tianjin 
Concessions and the surge of anti-U.K. demonstrations within Japan, 
and this research remains valuable even today. Against the backdrop of 
research developments in comparative empire history and post colonial-
ism, Matsuura Masataka 松浦正孝 [2010] demonstrates a new research 
perspective in discussing the factors that led to the Sino-Japanese War 
evolving into the “Greater East Asian War” (the Asia-Pacific War), 
drawing attention to the existence of a “pan-Asianism” ideology with 
“anti-U.K.” slogans that spread throughout Asia and the power of hu-
man networks.

Lu Xijun 鹿錫俊 [2007, 2009] suggests that as the Chinese National-
ist government made a transition from pinning its hopes on securing the 
backing of the U.K., the Soviet Union, and the U.S., Chiang Kai-shek for-
mulated a resistance strategy through the internationalization of the war 
while weighing the balance of the U.K.’s policy of appeasing Japan and 
the Soviet Union’s path of alliance with Germany. 

The relationship between the international treaties formed in the 
1920s for bringing stability to East Asia and the Sino-Japanese War has 
garnered new attention from scholars such as Kobayashi Hiroharu 小
林啓治 [2002], IkΩ Toshiya 伊香俊哉 [2002], and Shinohara Hatsue 篠
原初枝 [2003]. They highlight how Japan’s actions against China were 
regarded as illegal war activities contrary to international trends. In ad-
dition, each of these three scholars takes a different perspective in inter-
preting the role and historical significance of international norms and 
laws that China relied upon, including the Treaty for the Renunciation 
of the War (Kellog-Briand Pact) and the Covenant of the League of Na-
tions, in maintaining the international order within East Asia.

Incidentally, both Japan and China avoided formal declaration of 
the Sino-Japanese War. KatΩ YΩko 加藤陽子 [1993] explains that Japan’s 
rationale for not doing so was to avoid application of U.S. trade embar-
goes that were set out in the Neutrality Act of 1935. Using Chinese pri-
mary archival materials, Tsuchida Akio [2011] suggests that Chiang Kai-
shek, believing that the issue of war was contained within the Chinese 
Nationalist government’s concept of achieving peace with Japan and 
conceiving of the Sino-Japanese War as a means of achieving “interna-
tionalization,” declared war in order to confirm China’s secure status as 
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an Allied powers after the attack on Pearl Harbor. Furthermore, Tsuchi-
da [2010] verifies that in order to attract international support for China 
and sanctions towards Japan, the propaganda activities of the informally 
organized American Committee for Non-Participation in Japanese Ag-
gression, which was supported by the Chinese Nationalist government, 
supplemented formal diplomatic activities with the U.S. as “the people’s 
diplomacy.”

As an important research area, the precise situation of materials 
supplied by the West and the Soviet Union to Chiang Kai-Shek’s admin-
istration and their effect remains unexplained.

After the outbreak of the Asia-Pacific War, the Chinese Nationalist 
government, in order to secure its position as one of the four national 
powers, played a proactive role by participating in the Cairo Conference 
and the Dumbarton Oaks Conference. The volume edited by Nishimu-
ra [2004a] contains research that tracks this process. In addition to 
Nishimura’s chapter focusing on the role of T. V. Soong, this volume 
also contains two chapters by Ishiguro Ai 石黒亜維 on the Moscow Con-
ference of Foreign Ministers and the Cairo Conference.

Nishimura and Tsuchida contribute a new book edited by Hans Van 
de Ven et al.,3 which explains how China developed from a country that 
hardly mattered internationally into the world power it is today.

Drawing on detailed analyses of events such as the Wannan In-
cident (the Southern Anhui Incident) in January 1941, Inoue Hisashi 
[2001, 2004] proactively evaluates the Sino-Japanese War’s disrupt-
ing influence on international relationships and the significance of the 
united front against Japan in the conduct of the anti-Japanese war. On 
the other hand, he notes that Chiang Kai-shek’s goal of unifying the state 
and the military through the united front was carried over to the post-
war period.

The chapters authored by Yang Kuisong 楊奎松, Li Yuzhen 李玉貞, 
and Natakia L. Mamaev in the 2011 volume jointly edited by Nishimura 
et al.[Nishimura, Ishijima, and Tajima 2011] examines how the recip-
rocal relationships among the U.S., China, and the Soviet Union were 
deeply connected to international relationships within China. While 
Yamagiwa Akira’s 山極晃 1997 research concerning the U.S.-China re-
lationship during and after the war (1941–49) and Ma Xiaohua’s 馬暁華 
2000 fascinating work remain the distinctives of its kind, even further 
detailed research that includes trends in the Soviet Union is progressing.

While we have outstanding works as Ishii Akira’s 石井明 [1990, 
2005] on the China-Soviets relations history, Yoshida Toyoko 吉田豊子 
[2005] discusses the Mongol-Altai problem (the Altai Mountains being 
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located between Xinjiang and Outer Mongolia) that occurred during the 
last phase of the war and its mutual influence on the relationship be-
tween China and the Soviet Union.

Rather than depicting the 1944 Stilwell Incident as clash between 
Chiang Kai-shek and General Stilwell, Sugita Yoneyuki 杉田米行 [2004] 
situates it within American confusion over China’s strategy. Kato KΩichi 
[2004] surmises that Chiang Kai-shek, given the background surround-
ing General Stilwell’s dismissal, focused on movements within the Chi-
nese Nationalist government, and considered the necessity of unifying 
the Chinese Nationalist government internally as well as being able to 
be proactively involved in formulating the postwar order in Asia by im-
proving its relationship with the Soviet Union.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN MILITARY HISTORY

Himeta [1999] and Ishijima [2004] point out that there is a lag in re-
search into military history in Japan. Full-scale research into this area 
started to develop from the mid-1990s, and representative works from 
the late 1990s include those by Hata Ikuhiko 秦郁彦 [1996] and Usui 
Katsumi 臼井勝美 [1998, 2000]. Hata also inquires as to why an inci-
dental clash between the Japanese and Chinese armies (referring to the 
Marco Polo Bridge Incident) escalated into a major war. Hata mentions 
that there was the possibility of two options that could have been used 
to resolve the incident. The first option was to allow the situation to be 
resolved locally, and the second option was for both armies to halt the 
dispatch of reinforcements. However, each army’s deep-rooted mutual 
distrust prevented either choice. Usui’s work [2000], while referring to 
research also undertaken in China, provides an overview of the entire 
war from diplomatic and military viewpoints and, as it relies on primary 
sources, it is considered a reliable source of information even today.

As a collection of research that includes analyses of military move-
ments by the Chinese, editors Hatano Sumio 波多野澄雄 and Tobe [2006] 
compiled the results of an international symposium held in 2004 con-
cerning military history. In addition, the Military History Society of Ja-
pan published two special collections on the Sino-Japanese War in 1997 
and 2008 [Gunjishi Gakkai 1997, 2008]. These collections discuss topics 
such as strategic decision-making, military campaigns, military organiza-
tion, leadership by commanders, intelligence activities, supplies and mo-
bilization, and guerilla warfare in North China.

In the volume edited by Hatano and Tobe [2006], in a chapter that 
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specifically addresses China, Hagiwara reveals that Chiang Kai-shek 
emphasized the air force and adhered to plans to bomb the Japanese 
mainland. Yang Tianshi 楊天石 analyzes Chiang Kai-shek’s strategic 
leadership in the period leading up to the Fall of Nanjing and points to 
the expectation of Soviet intervention as a reason for his reluctance to 
withdraw from Nanjing. Wang Chaoguang 汪朝光 and Momma Rira 門
間理良 discuss the conflicts between the Nationalist government army, 
the Chinese Communist Forces, and the Japanese army before and after 
defeat. Momma notes that immediately after defeat, the Japanese army, 
responding to appeals from the Chinese Nationalist Party forces, repelled 
the Communist troops in middle and North China. Because of this, the 
Chinese Communist Forces moved to Manchuria, confiscated weapons 
and equipment belonging to the Guandong Army and, with Soviet sup-
port, proceeded to build a base. TΩmatsu Haruo 等松春夫 analyzes the 
military strategies of each of the Japanese, Chinese, and U.S. military 
forces, noting that while the Japan-U.S. war in the Pacific had an influ-
ence on the Sino-Japanese War, conversely, the Sino-Japanese War did 
not affect the development of the Asia-Pacific War. In other words, 
TΩmatsu’s angle disputes China’s official view that the Sino-Japanese 
War was part of the “global war against fascism.”

Two chapters in the Hatano and Tobe volume [2006] written by Ya-
mamoto Masahiro 山本昌弘 and Baba Takeshi raise the topic of guerilla 
warfare in North China. Yamamoto notes that through improvements 
in people’s standards of living, the Japanese army effectively advanced 
the development and acquisition of resources. However, after a major 
offensive (The Hundred Regiments Offensive 百団大戦) by the Commu-
nist Party forces in 1940, the people were no longer the recipients, and 
instead became the target of resource plundering and forced food requi-
sition. This situation escalated and led to what was known among the 
Chinese people as the “Three Alls Policy” (三光作戦) (“kill all, burn all, 
and loot all”). Baba explains that after the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 
War, intent on the construction of a base of resistance against Japan in 
Shandong Province, the Communist Party army had a clash with the 
Nationalist government army which developed into a difficult guerilla 
war, and this was a factor in the expansion of its base. In a subsequent 
research paper, Baba [2015] carefully considers the possibility of these 
various factors in explaining the expansion of the Chinese Communist 
Party forces. Kasahara [2010] points out that while guerilla warfare 
waged by the Japanese army was aimed at achieving stability in govern-
ing the occupied territories, through the “Three Alls Policy,” it had the 
opposite effect of driving the farmers to the side of the Chinese Commu-
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nist Party.
Research concerning guerilla warfare in and central China contin-

ues to advance. Kikuchi Kazutaka [2006] explains in detail that within 
Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Zedong’s concepts of military strategy, guerilla 
warfare that integrated the people occupied an important position, and 
both the Nationalist Party forces and the Communist Party forces as reg-
ular armies had experiences in expanding guerilla warfare. Emphasizing 
the battles of the Nationalist Party forces after 1937, Kikuchi published 
a historical overview of anti-Japanese military history from the perspec-
tive of the “Eight-year War theory” [Kikuchi 2009].

With regards to the guerilla warfare of the Eighth Route Army, 
Huang Donglan 黄東蘭 [2007] mentions the Japanese army’s sweep 
operation in Licheng County, Shanxi Province which undramatically 
entrapped farmers who were protecting their traditional autonomy and 
subjected them to harsh treatment after the war. Miyoshi Akira’s 三好章 
2003 analysis of the military operations of the New Fourth Army from 
its inception until it was wiped out in the Wannan Incident is the only 
full-scale research of its kind in Japan.

As a new field in military history, fundamental research concerning 
intelligence activities and information warfare has begun. Kotani Ken 
小谷賢 [2008] has analyzed the Japanese Army’s intelligence activities, 
and Iwatani Nobu [2008], focusing on the Blue Shirts Society and the 
C.C. Clique, has explored the Chinese Nationalist Party government’s in-
formation activities concerning Japan. In both of these research papers, 
the authors show that the common denominator of Japan and China’s 
intelligence activities was inadequacy of analyzing and acting upon the 
information that was gathered. There is also research by Sasaki TarΩ 佐々
木太郎 [2007] that discusses how part of the information propaganda ac-
tivities conducted by the Chinese Communist Party were undertaken for 
the purpose of drawing the U.S. into the war.

Hans van de Ven [2006, 2014] criticizes the Western approach to 
research concerning the Sino-Japanese War premised on modern techni-
cal capabilities and military formation, as well as the mainstream trend 
of military history research in China as the “story of the Sino-Japanese 
War from the standpoint of its victims.” This research demonstrates 
new facets of the anti-Japanese war in terms of the reality of military 
mobilization and the role of the frontiers.
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ATROCITIES AND WAR CRIMES

A flood of serious research concerning atrocities committed during the 
Sino-Japanese War, including the Nanjing Massacre, poison gas, biologi-
cal warfare, and the Three Alls Policy, started to appear from the latter 
half of the 1990s. With regard to the Nanjing Massacre, which has be-
come a basic resource for patriotic education in China, Hata [1997], Fu-
jiwara Akira [1997], and Kasahara [1997a] have authored representative 
works. Hara Takeshi 原剛 [2008] examined Japanese soldiers’ diaries, 
memoirs, and detailed battlefield records concerning the Nanjing Inci-
dent, estimating that close to 20,000 people were “illegally murdered.”

Yang Daqing’s academic works [2006a, 2006b] assessing the Nan-
jing Massacre from the perspective of “constructive dialogue” between 
China and Japan are valuable resources. Yang’s 2006b article points to 
the causes of the bloodshed as being the chaotic state of the Japanese 
army’s discipline and order, their careless treatment of prisoners because 
of their lack of education in international law, and the spread of an eth-
nically-based sense of superiority. Yang also points out the need for both 
countries to accept the “interim facts,” such as China’s failure to calmly 
consider a line of defense and disengagement, leading to at least tens of 
thousands more Chinese people being unnecessarily murdered. In his 
2006a article, Yang considers interpretations of the incident from the 
perspectives of both countries. From the Japanese side, it is necessary to 
acknowledge the structure of the Japanese military as well as individual 
responsibility. He also points out that from the Chinese side, it is neces-
sary to understand China’s background of genocide throughout the war 
and in its military, drawing attention to these factors as leading to the 
massacre.

In their co-edited volume, Kasahara and Yoshida Yutaka 吉田裕 
[2006] revisit the contemporary significance of research into the Nanjing 
Massacre by noting that “in Japanese academic circles, deep-rooted nega-
tive reactions and aversion to debate about the issue of the Nanjing Mas-
sacre continue to persist.” This collection includes chapters by Yoshida, 
who assesses the Nanjing Massacre from the standpoint of international 
law, and Inoue Hisashi, who criticizes reports of the incident as “con-
spiracy theories.” In addition, Kawada Ayako 川田文子 discusses the 
comfort women issue, emphasizing the difficulties of collecting evidence 
in text form concerning this issue and demonstrating the value of oral 
testimonies as historical resources. Various academic works concerning 
the comfort women issue discussed below question the significance of 
interviews as historical sources.
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Ishida Yoneko 石田米子 and Uchida’s 2004 volume addresses the 
viewpoint of “sexual violence” and uses a collection of 18 recordings of 
hearings conducted between 1996 and 2003 in Meng County, Shanxi 
Province. While comfort women in the Korean Peninsula have received 
a great deal of attention, in fact, the situation in China was actually more 
widespread. Nagai [2007] argues that while wartime brothels were posi-
tioned as rear facilities of the Japanese army, at the same time, they were 
facilities that had to remain concealed. Zhu Delan’s 朱徳蘭 2005 work is 
the first academic research that comprehensively addresses the topic of 
Taiwanese comfort women.

The forced labor of more than 2 million Chinese people is compara-
ble to the comfort women issue. Starting in 1942, in order to compensate 
for labor shortages, the Japanese government forcibly mobilized Chinese 
from North China, coercing them into working in Manchuria and Japan 
under harsh conditions. This situation climaxed in June 1945 with the 
outbreak of a riot at a mine in Akita prefecture, known as the Hanaoka 
Incident. This incident has been thoroughly investigated by Nishinarita 
Yutaka 西成田豊 [2002].

Studies that have examined the “Three Alls Policy” as an example 
of war crimes include research by Kasahara [1999], Ishida Yπji 石田勇治 
et al. [2003]. Researchers and lawyers’ group of Ishida’s project have in-
vestigated such issues as the reality of the damages wrought by the “Three 
Alls Policy” in Hebei, comparisons with genocide, and the matters con-
cerning international law. In addition to these, included in IkΩ Toshiya’s 
book [2014], based on ten-volume set entitled Records of Sino-Japanese 
War Criminals, are statements made by Japanese soldiers concerning the 
Three Alls Policy. Other than Maeda Tetuo’s 前田哲男 pioneering work 
[2006] and a volume edited by the Study Group on War and Air Attack 
Issues (戦争と空爆問題研究会) [SensΩ to Kπbaku Mondai Kenkyπkai 
2009], research concerning the Bombing of Chongqing has not pro-
gressed due to the scarcity of primary research materials in Japan.

With regards to the Chinese National government’s war reparations 
policy towards Japan, in a detailed postscript, Yin Yanjun 殷燕軍 [1996] 
traces the expansion of initiatives focusing on wartime reparations con-
cerning Japan that started with the Cairo Conference and shows that the 
government intended to exact extremely severe damages. Nevertheless, 
why did Chiang Kai-shek embark on a “magnanimous policy” (寛大政策) 
towards Japan after its surrender? As revealed by Duan Ruicong [2013], 
one persuasive interpretation is that Chiang Kai-shek was alarmed at the 
possibility that communism could spread throughout East Asia if Japan 
was completely destroyed.
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SURRENDER AND “WAR MEMORIES”

Why was it possible for a great number of Japanese people located in 
mainland China to be repatriated to Japan after the war? And, how was 
it possible that the repatriation was accomplished quickly and smoothly? 
Full-scale research locating this issue within the existing international 
political dynamics of the time has been conducted by KatΩ YΩko [1995] 
and KatΩ Kiyofumi 加藤聖文, with the latter appearing in a 2012 volume 
edited by Masuda Hiroshi 増田弘 [2012]. In particular, in focusing on U.S. 
policy towards China immediately following the end of the war, KatΩ 
Kiyofumi suggests that the U.S. did not take a confrontational approach 
to either China or the Soviet Union. Rather, he suggests that the U.S.’s 
conciliatory stance towards these countries was a factor in allowing 
Japanese people to be repatriated quickly.

However, as discussed by ∂sawa Takeshi 大澤武司 [2009], the re-
patriation of the Japanese people occurred in the 1950s after the birth of 
the “New China” and negotiations between Japan and China during the 
Cold War period did not go well. As argued by Yang Daqing [2009], the 
Japanese people remaining in China fell into two distinct groups: The 
first group were technicians or technical experts who stayed in China 
to assist in building a Chinese nation-state; and the second group were 
those left behind in various areas such as war orphans. While there is a 
great deal of research concerning the permanent return to Japan by Japa-
nese people who had remained in China after the war, Wu Wanhong 呉
万虹 [2009] presents a fascinating study regarding identity issues experi-
enced by Japanese people who stayed in China.

Liu Jie [2000] assesses the events surrounding the traitor’s trials 
conducted by the Chinese National government and aimed at collabo-
rators with Japan. On the other hand, ∂sawa, in a chapter included in 
Masuda’s 2012 edited volume, as well as in an earlier work published in 
2008, uses primary historical materials from China to reveal that against 
the backdrop of the Chinese Communists’ “magnanimous policy” with 
regards to Japan during the war crimes trials, the courts recognized a 
separation between Japan and the U.S. and that China was strategically 
considering to aim at neutralizing Japan.

The topic of “war memories” has engendered a great deal of debate 
in the twenty-first century. Sun Ge 孫歌 [2002] argues that issues con-
cerning the figure of 300,000 people killed in the Nanjing Massacre are 
not based on historical facts, but rather, according to Chinese people, are 
problems related to “the emotions of the people who lived.” Thus, the 
repercussions of this issue have spread further. Ishii Yumi’s 石井弓 2013 
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research, which was inspired by that of Sun, continues to delve into this 
topic. Using interviews undertaken in farming villages in Shanxi Prov-
ince, Ishii investigates how people in rural communities did not accept 
public war “memories” (war representation) as depicted via films or 
television. Thus, as rural communities, they inherited self-constructed or 
autonomous memories of the war. In addition, in order to examine how 
people in Yunnan Province remember the war, IkΩ [2014] conducted 
fieldwork based on interviews and memoirs involving with Japanese and 
Chinese people who were actually affected by the war. He notes that be-
tween Japan and China, there was a dimension of rivalry concerning the 
war that resonated on both sides.

In addition of Matsumura Takao 松村高夫 et al.’s book [1997] on 
the plague caused by the Unit 731, Nie Lili 聶莉莉 [2006], taking a cul-
tural anthropological perspective, conducted in-depth interviews among 
germ warfare victims in Changde, investigating the reality of their situa-
tions as well as the effect of the war on local communities.

Hattori Ryπji [2010] analyzes the “Tanaka Memorandum” that ap-
peared in 1927, including how it was perceived in China as well as how 
it was propagated even further to the entire world. Through his analysis, 
we can trace Japan and China’s historical recognition of their divergence 
and their efforts to overcome this gap. While in Japan, the “Tanaka 
Memorandum” has long been regarded as a forgery, Hattori’s research 
shows there is still strong belief in China that it is genuine.

TΩmatsu Haruo, who participated in Stanford University’s “Divided 
Memories and Reconciliation” project,4 a comparative study of history 
textbooks in Japan, China, and South Korea (among other countries), 
contributed a chapter [TΩmatsu 2010] to a volume edited by Kobayashi 
Michihiko 小林道彦 and Nakanishi Hiroshi 中西寛 that compared Japa-
nese and Chinese history textbooks.

Using China’s “Teaching Charter” (教学綱領), a guidance manual 
used for history education in Chinese junior high schools, as well as his-
tory textbooks, Wang Xueping 王雪萍 [2010] analyzes how the Sino-
Japanese War has been taught in the Chinese compulsory education cur-
riculum. In this article, Wang highlights the difference between the two 
countries in terms of using history textbooks as a reflection of public 
memory, showing that China takes the moral perspective of the Sino-Jap-
anese War as a “just war,” whereas in Japan, accounts of the war reflect 
the diversity of historical consciousness with an emphasis on respecting 
neutrality and balance.

With regard to the issue of the gap in historical awareness between 
Japan and China, the outcomes of serious “dialogue” between young re-
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searchers in both countries have been examined in three edited volumes, 
namely, Liu Jie, Mitani Hiroshi 三谷博, and Yang Daqing [2006], and Liu 
and Kawashima [2009, 2013]. In these three edited collections, the au-
thors discuss how “while aiming at sharing historical facts and records, 
cultural, historical, and political factors contributed to the displacement 
of consciousness in the two countries.” Furthermore, the three volumes 
suggest that the gap in historical consciousness that had existed since the 
Meiji era expanded further during the Sino-Japanese War. In contrast, 
Liu and Kawashima [2009] provide an interesting analysis by noting that 
a complex historical perception, which cannot be isolated simply into a 
dichotomy between “winner” and “loser,” was formed in both Japan and 
China immediately following the war.

An abundance of reference materials and academic works concern-
ing the historical consciousness between Japan and China have been 
published in Japan, and the above are only a sample of such works. Since 
the 1990s, “dialogues” involving historians and educators as well as 
joint research projects have advanced dramatically, with the result being 
many published works. Thus, given these circumstances, it is clear that 
historical problems are not only viewed as past reflections and apologies, 
and we can say that there has been a paradigm shift in historical issues 
as challenges of international cooperation.

NOTES

＊ I’d like to thank Prof. Leslie M. Tkach-Kawasaki, University of Tsu-
kuba, who helped greatly for English writing of the historiography.

1 In addition, there is also Yang Daqing’s 2010 book concerning the 
spread of telecommunications technology to mainland China (Technol-
ogy of Empire: Telecommunications and Japanese Expansion in Asia, 
1883–1945 [Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center]).

2 Also see Anthony Best, Britain, Japan, and Pearl Harbor: Avoiding war 
in East Asia, 1936–41 (London and New York: Routledge, 1995).

3 Hans Van de Ven, Diana Lary, and Stephen R. Mackinnon eds., Nego-
tiating China’s Destiny in World War II (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2014).

4 As one of outcomes of the project, which includes TΩmatsu’s contribu-
tion, see Gi-Wook Shin and Daniel Snyder eds., History Textbooks and 
the Wars in Asia: Divided Memories (London: New York: Routledge, 
2011).
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